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T

he Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering Group within the APL Air Defense
Systems Department has developed a unique resource of personnel and specialized computer hardware and software to effectively practice the discipline of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) throughout the missile development process. A suite of CFD codes is
regularly used to predict the performance of conceptual missiles, support and supplement
wind tunnel tests, aid in the development of flight-critical hardware, and support forensic
analyses of flight anomalies. Key to the successful application of CFD is understanding the
limits that the discipline brings to the problem-solving process and diligence in validating both the computational codes and their results. Example problems and CFD solutions
presented in the article illuminate the process and illustrate the added value CFD brings
to missile engineering.

INTRODUCTION
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is increasingly
applied throughout the development cycle of advanced
tactical missiles. This increased reliance on CFD is
due, in part, to the increased demands being made on
the missiles for higher speed, greater maneuverability,
multiple missions, and the maturity of the CFD discipline. Recent CFD developments in multizone structured, unstructured, and adaptive grids, along with
multiprocessor algorithms, have drastically reduced the
time required to obtain results.
Another factor in the increasing role of CFD is
the engineering efficiency it brings to the missile
system design and development process. Declining
DoD research, development, test, and evaluation
budgets require using the most efficient and effective
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techniques. Properly applied, the discipline of CFD
has proven to be a capable alternative and sometimes
adjunct to empirical and experimental approaches in
solving complex flow and heat transfer problems. The
versatility of the discipline provides a relatively lowcost means of evaluating design alternatives, and the
computational output can be both prodigious and
insightful.
The Air Defense Systems Department (ADSD) is
committed to maintaining a superior CFD capability for
its military defense customers. A multidisciplinary staff,
comprehensive set of CFD tools, and relevant computer resources have been assembled to accomplish that
goal. The mission is to apply developed CFD technology wisely, effectively, and efficiently.
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Over the past decade, ADSD has
Computational
become proficient in the application of a suite of generalized and
specialized CFD codes. Grid generation codes, flow solvers, and flow
visualization tools developed commercially, at government laboratories, or in academia are used. Fully
viscous Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (RANS) flow solvers are
capable of handling complex flow
phenomena such as laminar and turbulent boundary layer growth, separation, reattachment, eddies, viscous dissipation, and vortex formation and shedding.
When the flow field has special properties (e.g., the flow
is supersonic everywhere) or approximations about the
flow are invoked (e.g., the boundary layer is thin and
can be neglected), the Department employs lower-order
codes that are fully capable of providing credible solutions. The decision of which code or method to use to
solve a particular problem depends on the physics of the
problem, previous experience, the needed fidelity, and
scheduling and funding constraints.
The following sections describe CFD approaches to
missile engineering problems, the resources at ADSD’s
disposal, specific applications of CFD, and the process
used to validate the computations. Future challenges
with CFD are also addressed in terms of the types of
technical problems faced and the effort required for
ADSD to maintain its relevance in this rapidly changing discipline.

The Discipline of CFD
Missile aerodynamics, from subsonic through hypersonic speed, is governed by the fundamental equations
of fluid dynamics. These equations are mathematical
statements for conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy, together with the equations of state relating
pressure, density, and temperature for the fluid. Direct
solution of this equation set for a general flow problem is
not possible because of its nonlinear nature. The discipline of CFD seeks numerical solutions to linearized versions of this equation set. The continuous flow domain
of interest (Fig. 1) is discritized (i.e., divided into many
small subvolumes constituting the computational grid),
and the partial derivatives in the equation set are
replaced with appropriate finite difference representations. The discritized equation set is then linearized, and
the resulting system of linear equations, applied to each
of the many subvolumes, is solved with standard numerical techniques.
CFD also attempts to correctly model additional
physics related to what happens either in the fluid (e.g.,
turbulence, chemical reactions) or at the surface of
290

Discritized

Figure 1. Continuous flow domain of interest.

solid boundaries (e.g., skin friction, heat transfer).
The solution of the resulting large set of algebraic
equations necessitates access to high-speed, multiprocessor digital computers. Over the years, the
term “CFD” has become associated with large, fast
computers.

The Place for CFD in Missile Design
There is a fairly well-defined process by which a missile goes from an initial concept to a fully operational
system (Fig. 2). CFD has many roles in this process, covering the full gambit of development phases and ranging from concept evaluation, to wind tunnel testing, to
hardware development and flight testing.
Characterizing missile airframe aerodynamic loads
(forces and moments) and the aerothermal environment
is a critical aspect in missile engineering. The aerodynamic information is used to assess stability and control,
mission performance, and maneuverability. This information feeds into the design of the guidance and control
system, actuators for control surfaces (fins), and development of high-fidelity six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF)
simulations. Aerothermal loads are required to determine protective insulation and control surface material
requirements.
The aerodynamic data needed are generally extensive because air loads vary with Mach number, altitude,
angle of attack (AoA), aerodynamic roll angle, control
surface deflection, and thrust operation. Obtaining a
large wind tunnel database by using scale models has
traditionally been the first order of business after a preliminary design has been selected. The wind tunnel process produces a wealth of data and provides realistic
results for many flow problems; however, the process is
not trivial in terms of time and money.
CFD brings added intelligence to critical design decisions during the wind tunnel testing phase. For example,
inviscid computations significantly assist in the scalemodel design. Prediction of surface pressure and heat
transfer distributions aids in instrumentation selection
and placement. Proposed scaling laws and the effects of
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tion, to a catastrophic failure with
few telemetry clues as to the cause.
In these cases, the application of
CFD has become a standard tool
test chamber walls and flow asymmetries can be evaluto investigate hypothesized aerodynamic causes of the
ated before tests are conducted. The intelligent applicaanomaly. In a rapid fashion, CFD models of the sustion of CFD can even aid in the design of the entire
pected cause are developed and revised air loads are
test matrix. In general, CFD is employed to supplement
computed. These aerodynamic revisions are then incorand extend test results. In addition, the flow visualizaporated into the 6-DOF aerodynamic model and simtion provided by CFD can be invaluable in all phases
ulation, which are then used to try to replicate the
of wind tunnel testing. Surface streamlines, surface presobserved anomalous behavior. The ability to quickly
sure distributions, wake line filaments, and other visualmodel several hypothesized causes and test them has
ization aids provide opportunities to “observe” the flow
proven very effective in the postflight forensic process.
and its interaction with various airframe components.
Time Required for Obtaining CFD Solutions
These visual clues can offer valuable insight into the
behavior found in test data and often lead to meaningful
CFD usually solves the appropriate linearized flowdesign changes.
field equation set using a time-iterative process. Both
In the foreseeable future, CFD will not replace a
time-accurate (unsteady) and steady-state solutions
well-planned and well-executed wind tunnel test series;
can be generated. Obtaining a time-accurate solution
however, the infusion of CFD into the wind tunnel
requires much longer (order of magnitude) run times
test process can save development costs and eliminate
than obtaining a steady-state solution. In the steadythe unexpected costs of repeating poorly and hastily
state mode, a pseudo-time iteration scheme is usually
planned tests.
employed in which time steps per iteration vary locally
Another use of CFD can be found in hardware
in the grid according to the size of the volume element.
development. Testing alone, as a means of developing
Solving a turbulent flow problem on a Silicon Graphics
advanced technology missile component hardware,
Inc. (SGI) Origin workstation with multiple 250-MHz
is very costly. This is particularly true if the survivprocessors requires times of the order of 40 µs per
ability and operability of the hardware are critical
volume element to perform one iteration. A typical
to the mission and its margin of safety varies with
three-dimensional (3-D) computational grid contains
the missile’s operational envelope. Expensive testing is
3  106 volume elements. It usually requires 2  104
most effective when CFD analysis is applied early in the
iterations to produce a steady-state solution on a wellcomponent design process. If the successful performance
constructed computational grid. The availability of
Start new
missile
development
program

Incorporate
missile
into Fleet
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processing time on a suitable computer is also a factor.
If a multiprocessor supercomputer is available and high
priority can be obtained, it is possible to achieve
12 h of processing per day. Thus, by using only one processor on such an in-house resource, a typical 3-D problem can be completed in 8 to 10 weeks. If multiprocessing is possible, the same problem can be completed in 1
to 2 weeks using 8 to 10 processors simultaneously. Table
1 summarizes current time requirements for a typical 3-D
model computation with 3  106 volume elements.

CFD Applications
The ADSD CFD Team uses its resources (Fig. 3) to
apply well-established CFD techniques to solve a wide
variety of fluid flow problems that occur throughout the
missile development processes (Fig. 4). Subsonic and
supersonic compressible external missile flows comprise
a large part of this experience. These include low-tomoderate AoA aerodynamics, control surface aerodynamics, control thruster jet interactions, stage separation, actively cooled and uncooled infrared (IR) seeker
windows, combustor inlet flows, and hypersonic chemically reacting flows. Low subsonic and incompressible
flow applications complete the remainder of the types
of problems that have been investigated at length.
These include complete airframe missile aerodynamics
and internal solid-gas generator missile control thruster
flows. The next section discusses in detail a few of these
topics and results produced.

Codes in use
GASP, INS3D,
ACE+, CFD2000,
FEFLO, ZEUS,
VSAERO, USAERO

Team makeup

Eight members with
ADSD
over 80 years of
CFD
combined experience
Team
resources
Computers
In house: 16-CPU SGI Origin (1)
24-CPU SGI Origin (1)
External: 128-CPU SGI Origin (2)
64-CPU SGI Origin (2)
24-CPU Cray SV-1 (1)

Figure 3. ADSD CFD Team resources.

8 weeks
1 week
2 days
1 day

Actively Cooled Seeker Housing

The Navy is developing both an upper- and lowertier variant of Standard Missile (SM) for tactical
ballistic missile defense. Navy Area tactical ballistic
missile defense will employ an SM‑2 Block IVA interceptor operating within the atmosphere using a passive,

Table 1. Current time requirements for CFD
computations.
Time

2 to 3 days

Note: Flow-field solution only; does not include grid model
generation.
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Flow solvers
RANS (viscous)
EULER (inviscid)
PANEL (potential)

side-mounted IR seeker for homing. The threat ballistic
missile is destroyed using a conventional explosive warhead or by direct hit encounters. Navy Theater Wide
(NTW) tactical ballistic missile defense will employ an
SM‑3 to defend significantly larger areas. SM‑3 intercepts the threat outside the sensible atmosphere and
uses a kinetic energy hit-to-kill vehicle, the kinetic warhead (KW), to destroy the threat. As Technical Direction Agent, ADSD is currently involved with the development and testing of all aspects of both systems, and
CFD has been used to assist in the development of critical hardware.
The SM-2 Block IVA IR hemispherical dome-shaped
seeker window is actively cooled with argon gas jets.
Window survivability and the ability of the seeker to
acquire and home in on a target are highly dependent
on coolant flow rate, trajectory, and flight duration. For
the window and its cooling system, a highly detailed
CFD model of the supersonic flow field over the missile
forebody and IR seeker window was developed.
The SM-3 KW subsystem uses an IR seeker in combination with a system of control thrusters for steering.
The thrusters employ a solid-fuel gas generation system.
This Solid-rocket Divert and Attitude Control System
(SDACS) is pushing the state of the art in solid propellant exhaust containment and control technology. Flow
paths internal to the SDACS have been modeled with
CFD to capture the complex flow field and heat transfer rates in support of its evolving design. The following sections summarize some of the CFD work supporting these two hardware development areas.

SUPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC
VISCOUS APPLICATIONS: SM-2
BLOCK IVA AND SM-3

Computation
Steady, turbulent, one central
processing unit (CPU)
Steady, turbulent, eight CPUs
Steady, inviscid, eight CPUs
Steady, inviscid, incompressible, one
CPU
Unsteady, inviscid, incompressible, one
CPU

Grid generation
Structured
Unstructured
Chimera

Figure 5 shows the location of the side-mounted
seeker dome on the missile and includes sample CFD
predictions performed to supplement wind tunnel tests.
The color-coded flow-field results correspond to a case
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(d)

(e)

Sled rail
Ground

(f)

Reflected
shocks

Figure 4. Examples of CFD in the missile development process: (a) supersonic inlet, (b) full airframe aerodynamics, (c) control jet interaction, (d) jet-vane thrust vector control, (e) forebody rocket sled test, and (f) IR seeker window environment.

in which the argon jets are activated. The distribution
of pressure on the seeker window is an indication of the
nonuniform heating to which the window is exposed.
The supersonic character of the flow is evident from the

SM2 Block IVA
wind tunnel model

Computer surface and
symmetry plane
pressure distribution

Coolant
slots

IR dome

Figure 5. SM-2 Block IVA IR seeker.
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missile bow shock as well as the shock system created by
the coolant exiting the slots and by the dome.
The flow in the vicinity of the seeker window is very
complex. The physics in this large, separated region
involves the mixing of air and the argon coolant gas and
the influence of the resultant combined transport properties of the mixture on window cooling effectiveness.
Thus, a fully viscous multispecies solution is required.
The computations for this system are performed with
the General Aerodynamic Simulation Program (GASP)
code, a well-verified compressible RANS flow solver.1
GASP incorporates a finite-volume, characteristic-based
algorithm employing a multizone structured grid to
solve the thin-layer Navier-Stokes, parabolized NavierStokes, or Euler equations. Steady-state solutions are
obtained by integrating the conservation equations
globally in a pseudo–time-iterative fashion or in a spacemarching mode. They are derived from a starting solution consisting of free-stream values everywhere. The
flow is modeled as turbulent, using a low Reynolds
number two-equation turbulence transport model.2 Only
part of the missile forebody, from nosetip to just downstream of the housing, is modeled. The computations on
a grid containing 8.3 million points are performed on
supercomputers provided by DoD.
The internal shape of the discrete Mach 2 argon jets
themselves, as well as their distribution on the missile
surface upstream of the dome, was almost completely
designed using CFD. The position of the jets needed to
293
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provide adequate coolant as the missile undergoes pitch
and yaw motions was determined through a lengthy
parametric CFD study. The analysis also helped to determine which jet positions were fed argon gas as the missile maneuvers to engage the threat.
CFD was also used to supplement wind tunnel data
in developing the coolant algorithm to be used onboard
the missile during the test flight phase of the program. A
comparison of CFD results with some wind tunnel data
is shown in Fig. 6, in which the predicted shock structure for no coolant flow makes an excellent comparison
to a wind tunnel test schlieren image.
CFD contributions to the design of the coolant jet
configuration and the development of the coolant delivery algorithm involved more than 100 full 3-D computations, which were computed over a 5‑year development period.

post-test analyses. An analysis was required to aid in
understanding the flow field and heat transfer rates within
the main thruster assembly (MTA) dome region following
a test that resulted in a fractured dome. Figure 7a shows

(a)

MTA
dome

Aft view
of MTA

SDACS
MTA
Fracture

SDACS Internal Flow
The ADSD CFD Team members are active members
of the Navy’s Integrated Product Team for SM‑3 SDACS
development. One aspect of that role has been to
observe and evaluate demonstration unit tests and support
(a)

Gas supply
tube ports

(b)

Mach number
contours

Strainer

Dome bow
shock

Boundary
layer

Separation
shock

CFD grid model

Temperature

(b)
Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Row 5
Flow
exit

Thermocouple location
Row 5
Row 4
Row 3
Row 2
Row 1

Flow direction
Calorimeter
dome

Data

Figure 6. CFD modeling is used to supplement wind tunnel
data, as in these examples: (a) comparison of CFD-predicted
shock structure and an actual wind tunnel schlieren image, and
(b) comparison of CFD-predicted temperature and dome calorimeter data.
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245  45  25 grid points

CFD
Flow inlet

Figure 7. The SDACS main thruster assembly (MTA) was analyzed for the cause of a demonstration failure, which was due to a
fracture in the MTA dome in (a). A CFD model of the dome area
(b) was created, including a strainer that would be present in production units.
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the SDACS MTA, the MTA dome, and a photo of the
fracture in the dome. The hot gases flow from the
burning solid propellant, go through a filter plate and
strainer, enter the MTA dome to supply tubes, and flow
to a switching device that finally directs the gas to the
divert thruster nozzles. The MTA dome is where the gas
flow splits for the main thrusters. The fracture occurred
between the two gas supply tube locations in the dome.
The demonstration unit test was conducted without
an MTA strainer. The function of the strainer is to prevent debris (e.g., charred insulation) from entering the
MTA valves, and its importance in the failure had to be
determined.
Two separate 3-D CFD analyses, one with and one
without the strainer, were needed to ascertain the differences in the flow patterns. The CFD model of the internal surface of the MTA dome and the strainer is shown
in Fig. 7b. The pressure field and flow patterns within
the MTA dome were performed in 3-D using a moderately tight computational grid. The steady-state boundary condition for the gas flow into the interface tube and
dome was based on a separate APL CFD analysis3 of the
coarse strainer, filter plate, and central tube. The
structure walls were set to be no-slip adiabatic surfaces.
The exit plane was held at a pressure slightly less than
the inlet. Computations were performed using GASP.
The flow was modeled as turbulent using a standard
high Reynolds number two-equation turbulence transport model. A sample of the computed MTA dome
internal surface flow pattern is shown in Fig. 8. CFD
predictions of the MTA dome flow showed that the pattern was relatively insensitive to the presence of the
strainer, implying that heat transfer from the gases to
the walls in that region is also essentially independent
of the presence of the strainer. CFD visualization also
showed a very complex gas swirling pattern as a result
of the physical arrangement of the dome and thruster
supply tube.

MTA
dome

Thruster
supply tube
ports

Figure 8. Computed flow patterns on the MTA dome inner surface with strainer.
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Heat transfer coefficients in the dome and entrance
region to the gas supply tubes were needed as well. Accurate heat transfer rates require a very tightly packed
computational grid at the solid walls of the model. An
ultrafine grid model dramatically increases the time for a
converged solution; consequently, the analysis was conducted with a 2-D model, which was developed by sectioning a select region of the MTA dome. The 2-D
flow and heat transfer computation was performed using
CFD-ACE+.4 This analysis showed that the maximum
heat transfer rate occurs at the thruster supply tube dome
intersection on the dome inner surface—exactly the area
that fractured during the demonstration unit test.
The CFD-derived high heat transfer coefficient
results were presented to the Integrated Product Team
and the SDACS prime contractor, and the results eventually helped to contribute to a redesign of the MTA
dome region. The value added to the SDACS program
in this instance was after the fact. If the CFD analysis
had been performed in the initial design phase, the
failure of the demonstration unit, and much time and
expense, might have been avoided.

SUPERSONIC INVISCID
APPLICATIONS: SM TAIL FIN LOADS
AND SM-2 BLOCK IVA AIRFRAME
AERODYNAMICS
To augment supersonic wind tunnel aerodynamic
data for a complete missile airframe, the principal CFD
tool used by ADSD is the Zonal Euler Solver (ZEUS).5
ZEUS is a fast-running code that solves the inviscid
fluid dynamic equations and is specialized for supersonic tactical missile configurations. The inviscid equations are a good approximation when the flow is supersonic everywhere because viscous effects do not affect
the pressure distribution significantly. Experience has
shown that this assumption is valid in the Mach number
range from 1.5 to 5 using ideal gas and Mach 5 or more
using real gas properties. The steady Euler equations can
be solved numerically using a spatially marching scheme
that starts from an axial plane near the nosetip of the
missile and marches down the axis of the missile to the
aft end. The ZEUS code uses a second-order upwind
numerical scheme that advances the flow information
from one axial plane to the next.
Procedures for obtaining a starting solution at the
nosetip for the marching algorithm accommodate both
sharp and blunt nose shapes. The nose-to-tail computation of a missile aerodynamic flow field is usually not
completed in one axial marching sweep, but involves a
series of stops and restarts for redefining the grid in areas
of geometry changes or changing the bow shock treatment when the bow shock wave impinges on a wing or
a control surface. A grid sensitivity study is essential for
each new missile configuration.
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and roll, pitch, and yaw moments up to 15° AoA. However, these investigations have also shown limitations
of the code. ZEUS is bounded to a lower-limit Mach
number of 1.5, low AoAs, and small fin deflections
because flow conditions outside these bounds result in
local regions of subsonic flow that cannot be handled by
the ZEUS formulation.
ZEUS is used as a “computational wind tunnel” to
generate full airframe aerodynamic coefficient data or
as a tool to supplement wind tunnel data for a wide
variety of problems.8,9 It is also effective in determining air loads on individual components. One such application10 generated SM tail fin loads to support flutter
analysis. The approach was to run ZEUS at flight conditions and tail settings that were suspected of inducing
tail fin flutter. The predicted fin surface pressures were
used to compute the spanwise force distribution and
center of pressure. Figure 10 shows the ZEUS-predicted
spanwise distribution of the center of pressure, along
with the fin overall center of pressure derived from both
wind tunnel tests and ZEUS results.
Another component study computed the loads and
influence of a side-mounted seeker on SM‑2 Block IVA
airframe aerodynamics. The seeker aerodynamic increments were determined by differencing predictions with
and without the seeker over a wide range of flight conditions. Figure 11a depicts the surface pressure distribution
on the airframe with the seeker. Flow details, as exemplified in Fig. 11b showing the shock wave generated

–100

Wind tunnel data
ZEUS results -  = 10°
ZEUS results -  = 15°
ZEUS results -  = 20°

–80

Center of pressure

Normal force coefficient

To obtain skin friction or heating information, a
postprocessing analytic boundary layer code, ZEUSBL,6
uses the inviscid ZEUS solution at the boundary layer
edge. Special procedures account for boundary layer
transition, shockwave/boundary layer interaction, and
fin/wing leading edges.
ZEUS is often used to generate aerodynamic coefficients over a variety of flight conditions, including
Mach number, AoA, aerodynamic roll angle, and various control surface deflections. Automated rezoning and
regridding enable ZEUS to loop through the flight conditions. Data can be generated in roll sweeps at fixed
AoAs or AoA sweeps at fixed roll angles. If tail control
effectiveness is needed, the ZEUS code is restarted at a
missile axial station location just before the tail panels
and then looped over the tail section for each control
deflection. Marching from the nose to the base of a typical missile configuration requires on the order of 15
min of CPU time. This procedure was used to generate
ZEUS predictions to compare with wind tunnel measurements for code verification.7 Figure 9 shows some
comparisons with wind tunnel data for the normal force,
pitching moment, and rolling moment coefficients as
well as the center-of-pressure location. The ZEUScomputed center-of-pressure location is typically aft of
that measured in the wind tunnel because of the absence
of the viscous effects in the ZEUS solution.
Validation efforts at APL have shown that ZEUS
accurately predicts the wave drag, normal and side force,
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Figure 9. Comparison of ZEUS results with wind tunnel data ( = angle of attack; + and × represent missile orientation).
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by the seeker, provide valuable insight on how the
downstream flow affects other missile components.
Overall center of pressure
Wind tunnel–derived
ZEUS-derived

16
14

Locus of chordwise
center-of-pressure
variation with span

12

Span (in.)

10
8
6

Over the last few years, reliance on ZEUS has grown,
and it has been integrated with other techniques for
generating full airframe aerodynamic coefficients for
supersonic tactical missiles. Data conversion routines
have been written to transfer results from ZEUS and
other computational methods into a common analysis
system. This facilitates a full hierarchy of capabilities to
generate supersonic tactical missile aerodynamics, ranging from empirically based codes to ZEUS and finally to
actual wind tunnel measurements in a seamless working
environment. This coupling of techniques has enabled
quick and thorough airframe analyses throughout all
cycles of the missile development process.

SUBSONIC INVISCID APPLICATIONS:
TACTICAL TOMAHAWK TAIL FIN
DEPLOYMENT

4
2
0
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Figure 10. Tail control fin center-of-pressure location.

(a)

(b)

Designed in the 1970s, Tomahawk is a highly versatile, deep-strike weapon system used to neutralize
critical targets. To meet future missions, the Navy is
developing an even more versatile missile. This nextgeneration Tactical Tomahawk (TACTOM) is being
designed as a flexible battlefield weapon that is half the
cost of a current Tomahawk. One aspect of the cost
reduction is subassembly simplifications, including the
number of tail control fins and the means to deploy the
stowed fins once the missile is launched. In its role as
Technical Advisor to the Navy, APL viewed the existing aerodynamic database as inadequate for designing
the new tail fin deployment system. A more complete
definition of the aerodynamic fin deployment loads
(i.e., aerodynamic fin-folding moments) was required
to ensure the robustness of the fin deployment system
design. A fairly extensive database was needed; however, program schedule and funding levels initially ruled
out the possibility of wind tunnel testing. CFD analysis
was therefore recommended and a task accepted to
develop results in a 3-month time frame.

Technical Approach

Shock
wave

Figure 11. SM-2 Block IVA ZEUS CFD analysis can yield results
such as the surface pressure distribution (a) and the flow field (b),
both shown with a side-mounted seeker.
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Actual deployment of the tail fins occurs over a short
time, thereby making the flow computation unsteady
in nature; the aerodynamic fin-folding moments are a
function of time. Solution of the unsteady flow problem
is a much more time-consuming and difficult computation than solution of the steady flow problem. Therefore, a widely excepted approximation to the computation of unsteady flow was applied, which is to treat
the flow in a quasi-steady manner. This approach simply
models the flow in the steady state at discrete points
in time or, in the case of fin deployment, the steadystate flow is computed at specific fin deployment angles.
The TACTOM with booster and fully deployed fins is
depicted in Fig. 12a. The series of fin deployment angles
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(a)

(b)
Fully stowed

 = 0°

 = 15°

 = 30°

Fully deployed

 = 75°

 = 133.5°

Figure 12. TACTOM airframe configuration: (a) side view with
fully deployed tail fins, and (b) deployment of fins after launch
( = fin deployment angle). (Booster is not displayed here but is
included in the actual computations.)

() for which computations were made are shown in
Fig. 12b.
The aerodynamic fin-folding moments needed to be
defined for a wide range of Mach numbers (M), AoAs
(), angles of sideslip (), and fin deployment angles
(). The flow conditions were in the low subsonic M
regime and low-to-moderate  and , with little or no
regions of separated flow. The CFD methods that could
be applied ranged from RANS to full potential panel
codes. Taking into consideration the large number of
required data points, coupled with the 3‑month delivery
time frame, a decision was made to use a lower-order full
potential panel code. ADSD’s experience and knowledge of the VSAERO11,12 panel code made this the computational tool of choice to define the required aerodynamic database. The following section briefly discusses
VSAERO and its underlying theoretical foundation.

wings, tails, and body base model the vorticity shed into
the flow. The wakes are allowed to relax or conform to
a steady-state shape that satisfies the boundary condition across the wake panels. The integral boundary layer
method can compute laminar and turbulent attached
flow, boundary layer transition, separation points, and
laminar boundary layer reattachment. Application of
the integral boundary layer method adds a transpiration term in the boundary condition to account for
the boundary layer displacement thickness that includes
an estimate of the body surface skin friction. All solutions obtained for the TACTOM fin-folding moments
include an estimation of the viscous boundary layer
effect.
The validity of applying VSAERO to TACTOM finfolding moment computations was not in question because
the flow conditions to be examined fell mostly well within
the applicable bounds of the VSAERO theory, and the
code was successfully applied earlier to the TACTOM
cruise configuration.13 Figure 13 shows the VSAERO surface panel definition for this configuration.
VSAERO results were obtained for the cruise configuration for a comprehensive range of M, , , and
wing incident angles. Figure 14 is one of many example
comparisons made between VSAERO results and wind
tunnel data. The results presented are the lift coefficient
(CL) and pitching moment coefficient (Cm) as a function of the lowest and highest M of interest. The computed force and moment coefficients obtained agreed
well with wind tunnel data at most flow conditions.

Top view

Theory, Assumptions, and Validation
The VSAERO code computes the linearized potential flow external to a body surface. An integral boundary layer method can also be coupled with VSAERO
to estimate the viscous boundary layer effects. For inviscid, incompressible, and irrotational flow, the potential
function will satisfy the governing flow equation. The
panel method solution is obtained by solving the governing equation as a set of equations and unknowns
equal to the number of panels defining the body surface. Wake panels shedding off the trailing edges of the
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Side view

Front view

Figure 13. TACTOM cruise configuration geometry and paneling
for VSAERO computations.
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were 17 different flow conditions (i.e., M, , and )
and 5 fin-folding angles for a total of 85 different
cases. Results included the fin-folding moments as a
function of , missile force and moment coefficients,
and surface pressure coefficients (Cp). Because the finfolding moments are of most interest, the discussion
here concentrates on these results.
The computational resources required for VSAERO
are significantly less than those required for a typical
RANS computation. Computational run times varied
from 1100 to 2000 s of CPU time, or approximately 2 to
3 h of real time for each computation. The multiple processor computers available at the Navy’s Hydrodynamic/
Hydroacoustic Technology Center, Carderock Division,
in Bethesda, MD, enabled the computations to be performed over a 3-week period.
A sample of the VSAERO results is found in Fig. 15,
which clearly shows the nonlinear behavior of the finfolding moment as a function of . The behavior of the
fin-folding moments for the individual tail fins as a function of  is quite different for all three tail fins acting
as an assisting or retarding moment, depending on the
flow condition or the relative position of the free-stream
velocity vector to each tail fin.
The computational fin-folding moments were significantly larger and with greater variation than the
existing design aerodynamic database results. These
unexpected results caused much consternation within

Figure 14. Sample comparison of TACTOM cruise configuration
VSAERO results with wind tunnel data for a wing incident angle of
2° and sideslip angle of 5°.

Tail Deployment CFD Results
Steady-state tail deployment computations were performed for each  as a function of M, , and . There
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Port tail
or tail #3

Starboard tail
or tail #2

800
Aerodynamic fin-folding moment (in.-lb)

For the low subsonic M, the agreement is excellent.
However, as M increases, the agreement between
VSAERO and the wind tunnel data degrades because
VSAERO assumes incompressible flow. However, as M
increases toward unity, fluid compressibility becomes
an important physical aspect. The code attempts to
account for compressibility with a theoretical correction, but the correction is also limited in its accuracy at
the high subsonic M. The significant point of this comparison and validation is that VSAERO is accurate in
the low-to-medium subsonic M regime but has reduced
accuracy in the high subsonic M regime. Therefore, care
is taken in applying this code within the applicable
bounds of its theoretical foundation.
The cruise configuration work demonstrated the
validity of applying VSAERO to the TACTOM and
provided the basis for extending its application to the
TACTOM tail fin deployment problem.

Top tail
or tail #1

Top tail

Assisting load
snubbing required

400
Port tail
0
Starboard tail
–400

–800
0

Retarding load
moment required

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Fin deployment angle,  (deg)

Figure 15. VSAERO results for aerodynamic fin-folding moments
at M = 0.30,  = 15°, and  = 0°.
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the TACTOM Program. Simply put, dynamic and
structural analysis using CFD results indicated that the
fin deployment system might not completely deploy
the tail fins in all instances and led to the decision
to redesign the system. To support the redesign, a
decision was made to conduct a wind tunnel test to
obtain a comprehensive aerodynamic database. The
wind tunnel test provided an opportunity to validate
the CFD results.
The test was conducted in the fall of 2000 and was
documented by C. L. Ratliff.14 It covered a larger number
of flow and geometric conditions than were included in
the CFD results; several of the test conditions were very
close to or exactly matched the flow conditions used
in the computations. Figure 16 shows the comparison
between wind tunnel data and computations for one of
the matching conditions.
The comparison is generally good. The data do not
match exactly point for point, nor are the magnitudes
matched in all instances. However, all the trends as a
function of  for each separate tail fin-folding moment
and the total fin-folding moment are captured quite
well. It was known and expected that the results would
not match exactly for at least two reasons: (1) some viscous effects are not fully captured by the computations,
and (2) the theoretical basis of the computations would
result in the underprediction of low pressure and overprediction of high pressure (i.e., the computations were
expected to be conservative and were indeed shown as
such). These comparisons validated the application of
VSAERO to the TACTOM fin-folding moment computations. The computational results and wind tunnel
data were used together to define the fin-folding moment
loads in a redesign of the TACTOM fin deployment
system.

Aerodynamic fin-folding moment (in.-lb)

800
CDF: Top tail

CDF: Port tail
WT: Port tail

WT: Top tail

400

0
WT: Starboard tail
–400

0

20

40

60

80

1The

100

120

140

Fin deployment angle,  (deg)

Figure 16. Comparison of VSAERO results with wind tunnel (WT)
test data at M = 0.30,  = 15°, and  = 0°.
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This article provides excellent examples of how and
where CFD has added value to the missile airframe and
component development process. The SM Program has
significantly benefited from CFD in the design of the IR
dome cooling system, SDACS failure analysis, computation of full airframe aerodynamic databases, and tail
load computations for flutter analysis. The TACTOM
Program has also benefited from CFD through development of a fin-folding loads database and contributory
analysis for fin deployment system redesign. These examples demonstrate contributions to the missile development process, from exploratory wind tunnel testing
through in-development and in-service flight test phases.
Although only a few examples are described here, CFD
has impacted, contributed to, and added value to the
missile development and risk identification process of
several other programs. CFD has become and will continue to be an integral part of the missile design process.
The current trend in missile development is to evolve
today’s hardware and to design new hardware into multirole or multimission weapons systems. This trend calls
for missiles to operate at even faster speeds, fly at higher
altitudes, and be more maneuverable. These operational
requirements demand analysis and evaluation over a
much wider range and more severe aerodynamic and
aerothermodynamic environments. Requirements such
as these are significantly challenging the current state of
the art of CFD while giving CFD analyses an even larger
role in the design and engineering process.
CFD software must be continuously improved and
updated. Several new CFD technologies are being considered to enhance capabilities, including large eddy
simulations, adaptive and moving grid techniques, fluidstructural interaction methods, and high AoA flows.
Program requirements to rapidly perform CFD analyses continue. Not only is there a need for new and
better CFD tools, but also for faster and more multiprocessor computers. The use of a combination of external
and internal computer resources can fulfill this need.
Externally, APL must continue to use DoD computer
resources and promote expansion of those resources.
Internally, the number of dedicated computers and processors will need to increase significantly to meet both
program and computational requirements. By fulfilling
these CFD needs, the Laboratory can continue to serve
its Navy sponsors.
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